
Curriculum Development 
Collaborate with organizations to design curricular materials including 

curriculum maps, unit plans, lesson plans and student materials.

Student Publications & Performances
Publication & Performance Site Educators serve as teaching artists working 
directly with students on the development of a publication or performance 
project based in literary, informational, or student authored texts. Modeling 
backwards planning, work-shopping instructional methods, and the use of 
mentor texts, Site Educators provide teachers an opportunity to see  these 
practices in action, with their own students.

Professional Development Workshops
CPET Workshop Series leads teachers and school leaders through interactive 
workshops (6-7 hrs) that present opportunities to deepen pedagogical 
knowledge, apply learning to individual contexts, and collaborate in a safe 
community.

On-Site Professional Development Workshops
In faculty meetings, and teacher team meetings, CPET coaches facilitate 
mini-workshops  (45 min – 2 hrs) that help teachers to focus on high impact 
skills connected to the school’s individual goals.

Data Reporting and Analysis
Information is power, but sometimes is hard to find. CPET uses raw data 
provided by the school to create in-depth and readable data reports to help 

deepen educators’ inquiry skills and knowledge of students.

Reform Action Planning
Support schools, Networks, or districts, or organizations to develop clear and 
actionable plans with implementation and intervention strategies

On-Site Professional Development Coaching
Literacy Coaching: Right to Read; & Write to Achieve secondary literacy 
professional developments builds cross-content literacy practices 

Content Area Coaching: CPET Content Coaches lead content area teachers in 
promising practices for instructional strategies, curriculum and assessment 
design

Classroom Visits & Critical Conversations: Coaches regularly conduct 
classroom visits  and critical reflective conversations with teachers 
individually and in small groups

Leadership Coaching: CPET leadership coaches work alongside school leaders 
to design strategic systems and structures to build the capacity of 
administrators and teacher leaders

New Teacher Network: Nurturing a community of  TC Alumni as New 
Teachers in the field

Audits, Inventories & Advisement
CPET conducts curriculum audits, and program evaluation based on criteria 
jointly developed with the partners. Thorough review of materials, 
resources, or practices, CPET coaches report on findings and provide 
recommendations for reaching the organizations stated goals

Conduct Research Studies
Design and implement academic research studies with a focus on qualitative 
research that aims to represent the real life experiences, perceptions, 
challenges, and contexts and bring new knowledge to the field of education

INNOVATIVE, CONTEXTUALIZED PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION FOR TRANSFORMATION

Contact us for more information:
www.tc.columbia.edu/cpet * CPET_Admin@tc.columbia.edu * 

Phone: 212-678-3161

http://www.tc.columbia.edu/cpet
mailto:CPET_Admin@tc.columbia.edu

